Abstract

This article critically discusses the constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices that underpin the current pedagogical reform in China. It is argued that the acceptance of constructivist views and logics for the reform has generated key challenges for Chinese educators with respect to teaching, learning and assessment in China. The challenges are the perceived incompatibility with the traditional transmission approach in China, the undermining of content mastery, and conflict with the preferred assessment modes in China. The result is an uneasy co-existence of constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices with traditional beliefs and logics in Chinese schools.
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Introduction

Following the call by Deng Xiaoping to “gear education to the needs of modernisation, the world and the future”, Mainland China has been embarking on a series of pedagogical reform for the past few decades (Xu & Mei, 2009). A discernible trend about the various educational reform initiatives is a tendency to borrow educational thoughts, with their accompanying presuppositions and practices, from elsewhere, especially from ‘the West’ (Tan & Chua, 2015). One such educational thought is constructivism. This article critically discusses the adoption of constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices, as well as the key issues and challenges such an adoption engendered for Chinese educators in primary and secondary (junior and senior) schools in China.

The first section of this article discusses the educational thought of constructivism, followed by an introduction to the current pedagogical reform in China. The next section examines the implementation of constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices in China. In terms of methodology, this study adopts a hermeneutic/interpretive perspective that seeks to offer insights and improve understanding on a given specific phenomenon for study (Crossley, 2009). The research data for this article are based on literature review and document analysis. Database searches were conducted in an iterative manner between 2013 and 2015 to retrieve a total of 174 documents, research articles and newspaper reports published in Mandarin that are related to ‘new curriculum reform’ (xin kegai), ‘pedagogical reform’ (jiaogai) and ‘constructivism’ (jiangou zhuyi) in China. The data were then coded for analysis according to key thematic categories and major themes on the issues and challenges with the implementation of constructivism in China.
Constructivism

Constructivism as an educational theory has gained traction in the global arena. The constructivist learning theories that underscore the student's role in the learning process have replaced the behaviourist learning theories – the latter focussing on the teacher's role as transmitter of knowledge – that dominated teaching and learning in much of the 20th century (Hackmann, 2004). Baeten et al. (2010) assert, “The past decennia, a wide range of new teaching methods came up due to the influence of the constructivist learning theory” (p. 245). The popularity of constructivism is in turn linked to its association with student-centred and self-directed education. Barraket (2005) observes that “student, or learner, centred approaches to teaching have emerged from changing understandings of the nature of learning and, in particular, from the body of learning theory known as constructivism” (p. 65). Linking constructivism to self-directed learning, Simons (2000) avers that “a constructivistic theory of self-direction in learning should take into account that self-directed learning is a socially-interactive, contextual, constructive, self-regulated and reflective process” (p. 3).

Constructivism, as a theory that underpins student-centred and self-directed approaches, is perceived to be salutary in fostering 21st century competencies such as autonomous learning, independent thinking and innovation (Barraket, 2005; Harkema & Schout, 2008; Baeten et al., 2010; Struyven, Dochy & Janssens, 2010; 21st Century Schools, 2010; Fahnoe & Mishra, 2013; Guglielmino, 2014; Tan, 2015a; Tan, Chua & Goh, 2015). In a knowledge-based economy, constructivism, especially social constructivism, is regarded as essential for human beings to generate ‘useful’ knowledge for economic growth and democratisation (Fuller et al., 2012). The inclination to adopt constructivist theories and practices reflects an international trend towards more student-centred and self-directed approaches to teaching, as observed by Altbach, Reisberg and Rumbley (2009):

Until fairly recently, teaching meant “covering” a body of declarative knowledge – that is, knowledge that could be “declared” in books or in lectures – while assessment measured how well students received that knowledge based on their ability to regurgitate it on examinations. Less thought was given to functional knowledge—that is, knowing how to apply theory to practical situations. … Although under researched in a global context, today an emerging dialogue focuses on the need for more student-centered approaches to teaching, the “inputs,” and more meaningful assessments regarding student learning, the “outputs.” (p. 113, italics in the original).

Despite the prevalence of constructivist theories and practices in many countries, there is insufficient empirical evidence to attest to its effectiveness. Struyven, Dochy and Janssens (2010) report, “Although it is generally assumed that constructivist teaching practices promoting deep approaches to learning, such as student-activating teaching methods, are (far-reaching) examples of, and associate (more or better) with conceptual change/student-focused practices than direct instruction through lectures (De Corte 1996; Prosser and Trigwell 1999), these assumptions are not supported by empirical evidence” (p. 59). How about the case of China? Before we analyse the pedagogical reform and the influences of constructivism approaches in China, it is instructive to examine the tenets of constructivism.

Constructivism generally rejects the view that a learner acquires knowledge passively by merely receiving it from an objective world and external reality (Lowenthal & Muth,
an evaluation of one’s acquisition of reality is not possible since no objective reality is uniformly interpretable by all learners. But less radical constructivists...
would advocate an evaluation process that promotes self-analysis and accommodates a wider variety of response options (Jonassen, 1991; also see Scriven, 1983).

**Pedagogical Reform and Constructivism in China**

China’s pedagogical reform is part of an ambitious nation-wide education reform (also known as ‘new curriculum reform’; xin kegai) in China. The aim and content of the education reform are elucidated in a 2001 document titled *Outline of the Curriculum Reform for Basic Education (Trial)* (MOE, 2001). Noting that the existing curriculum for basic education is “unable to meet the demands of the times”, the Ministry of Education (MOE) aims to promote ‘quality-oriented education’ (suzhi jiaoyu) through reforming its curriculum system, structure and content. The reference to ‘quality-oriented education’ is significant as it is contrasted with the traditional ‘exam-oriented education’ (yingshi jiaoyu) where the priority is academic success in high-stakes exams through knowledge transmission, didactic teaching, content mastery and copious practice. Aspiring to meet the demands of a knowledge economy, the reform in China aims to develop “all-rounded students” who are “imbued with a spirit of innovation, practical ability, and equipped with the foundational knowledge, ability and methods to engage in lifelong learning” (MOE, 2001, p. 1). Since the announcement of the curriculum reform in 2001, a flurry of policy initiatives have been rolled out across all primary and secondary (junior and senior) schools in China that cover school management system, curriculum content, pedagogy, assessment, teacher training etc. (Tan & Chua, 2015; for a detailed discussion of the reform in Shanghai, see Tan, 2013). Given the wide scope of the new curriculum reform in China, this article shall limit its study to pedagogical reform, i.e., changes affecting teaching as propagated in the new curriculum reform.

The overriding objective of the pedagogical reform is to “shift from an over-emphasis on passive learning, rote-memorisation and mechanical training to one that promotes students’ active participation, independent inquiry, practical ability, problem-solving skills and teamwork” (MOE, 2011, p. 1). Teachers are expected to go beyond knowledge transmission (‘knowledge and skills’) to ensure that their ‘process and methods’ used in teaching promote holistic development, and that their students are instilled with the desired ‘sentiments, attitudes and values’. Together, these three dimensions form the ‘three dimensions of study target’ in the assessment of teaching quality for teachers. Teachers should also focus on nurturing students’ independence and autonomy, guiding them to question, investigate, inquire, and learn through practice, and fostering their active and individualised learning under the teacher’s guidance. At the same time, teachers should respect students’ character, pay attention to their individual differences, satisfy their different learning needs, construct an educational environment that facilitates their active participation, stimulate their enthusiasm for learning, and develop their positive attitude towards knowledge mastery and application, and their ability to do so. The assumption is for teachers to transit from ‘traditional teaching’ to ‘modern’ teaching, as explained by Wang (2009):

Traditional teaching is more or less a kind of knowledge inculcation with students becoming the passive receivers of knowledge and teachers becoming the carriers of knowledge. This requires teachers to utilise certain life situations to set up questions and perplexity for students to conduct independent enquiries, and thus changing the ways of students learning. Moreover, students can conduct their independent enquiries on a cooperative basis, so that they can help and support each other to achieve common learning objectives (p. 41).
To support the transition, the following pedagogical approaches have been recommended by MOE to teachers: introduce life situations into classroom teaching so that students can relate their own experience to the teaching texts; introduce activity-based learning in the classroom so that students can learn by doing; carry out ‘student-dominant learning models’ such as inquiry-based and cooperative learning; and combine the transmission of knowledge with the transmission of cultures, values, and ideas (Wang, 2009). Throughout the implementation of the pedagogical reform, the government has provided various forms of training and resources for schools. These include teacher training workshops, conferences, field visits, and on-site evaluations for the experimentation of new national curriculum criteria, operation mechanisms, student assessment, teacher assessment, and teachers’ professional development (for more details, see Wang, 2009; Peng & Zong, 2012).

Although the official documents did not identify any specific underpinning pedagogical theory for the pedagogical reform, Chinese scholars and educators have generally concurred that a dominant learning theory that undergirds the reform is constructivism (e.g. see Guo, 2010; Zhang, 2010; Lin, 2011; He & Ma, 2011; Pi & Wu, 2011; Shu, 2012). Chinese scholars and educators link constructivism to the on-going pedagogical reform goal of advocating ‘quality-oriented education’ in general and ‘student-centred’ and ‘self-directed’ approaches in particular. For example, Zhang (2010) maintains that the pedagogical reform has infused the everyday discourse of teachers and researchers with constructivist ideas, perspectives and conclusions. Referring to the revised Chinese language syllabus, Zhang points out that the instructional objective is no longer on transmitting the systematic and complete knowledge of the language. Instead, the learning goal is to the ‘constructivist’ ideals of independent learning and application of the language in real life; students rather than teachers are now the ‘masters of learning’, and teachers should see themselves as facilitators and guide. In the same vein, Wang (2008) observes that constructivism has created a major impact on China’s reform, as evident in the stress on the exploration and application of knowledge in real life, encouraging students to proactively solve inter-disciplinary problems, expecting teachers to promote interaction and cooperative learning, and highlighting the need for formative assessment (Ren, 2008).

Constructivism is often discussed and lauded as an alternative to the traditional transmission approach that is prevalent in China. The transmission approach has been criticised, rightly or wrongly, for being didacticist, teacher-oriented and content-centred that encourage passive learning and rote memorisation (Irzik, 2001; He, 2008; Pei, 2008; Wu & Qian, 2008). Describing such an approach as one where the teacher is an “inert conduit” to deliver “rote skills and static textbook information”, Campoy (2005) adds that “science will be taught from textbooks, delivered by authority experts, and memorised by students” and that “history is told from one dominant perspective, and language is taught as a set of grammar and spelling rules to be duplicated unfailingly in student writing” (p. 43). Constructivism is increasingly seen as a ‘modern’ option (in contrast to the transmission approach that is perceived to be ‘traditional’ and antiquated) to engage the learners through active participation and situated learning (Phillips, 1995).

Reflecting such a sentiment is Zhong (2005) who asserts that teachers cannot rely on mere transmission of knowledge and should instead depend on the students to construct their own knowledge. Arguing along the same line is Shu (2012) who advocates constructivism as a form of student-centred and self-directed education to promote the students’ autonomous inquiry, discovery and construction of knowledge. Against the backdrop of the pedagogical reform, teachers in China are expected to design and select learning materials, tools, strategies and environments to encourage their students to form, articulate, discuss, interrogate and modify (if necessary) their beliefs.
Key Challenges on the Implementation of Constructivism in China

The acceptance of constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices for the pedagogical reform in China has generated three main challenges for Chinese educators. These challenges stem primarily from the incompatibility between constructivism and the traditional views on the nature of knowledge, teaching, learning and assessment.

First, some Chinese educators have contended that constructivism is incompatible with the transmission approach that is traditionally regarded as ‘good’ teaching in China. Constructivism, as noted earlier, is perceived to go hand-in-hand with ‘student-centred’ and self-directed pedagogies that purportedly support ‘quality-oriented education’, such as group work and class activities that promote active student participation. It is taken, in official and everyday discourses, to be antithetical to ‘teacher-centred’ and ‘teacher-directed’ pedagogies under the ‘exam-oriented education’, of which the transmission approach is perceived to belong to.

However, a number of Chinese scholars and educators have defended the transmission approach as ‘good’ teaching, and concomitantly questioned the efficacy of constructivist pedagogies. Supporting the transmission approach, Lin (2011) argues that “the teaching process cannot be totally student-centred” as the teacher still needs to promote student learning by transmitting knowledge, assisting, guiding and assessing the students (p. 53). Agreeing with him is Cha (2011) who asserts that castigating the transmission approach by allowing students to be independent will often result in indulgence that is detrimental to the child’s growth. Shu (2012) adds that students would not be able to construct anything if they do not first learn the foundational knowledge from the teacher. It is useful to note that empirical research has shown that didactivist and teacher-centred pedagogies have been effective in promoting learning in general and China in particular (Biggs, 1998; Jin and Cortazzi, 199, both cited in Liu & Matthews, 2005).

Such a view finds resonance from scholars outside of China who are similarly critical of the anti-transmission approach that is assumed by some constructivists. For example, Rowlands and Carson (2001) maintain that meaningful cognitive responses from the learner are possible only after they have received sufficient instruction from their teacher (also see Grandy, 2001; Irzik, 2001). Others have also pointed out that acquiring knowledge from a teacher does not necessarily prevent one from becoming a constructivist, learner-centred and self-directed person. Grow (1991), for example, notes that “highly self-directed learners sometimes choose highly directive teachers” (p. 128). Empirical research also shows that the quality of learning outcomes depends not just on the students’ construction of knowledge but also on the teacher playing an integral part in clarifying goals, shaping learning activities, and assessing learning outcomes (Abd-El-Fattah, 2010).

It should be pointed out constructivism as an educational thought is not necessarily antagonistic towards the transmission approach. Constructivism is compatible with any pedagogy that aids the learner’s construction of knowledge. Elaborating on this point, Hausfather (2006) suggests that the lecture method which relies on knowledge transmission promotes constructivism when the teacher skilfully links the content to the students’ prior experiences. Recommending a combination of pedagogies such as teacher presentation and group-work, Taber (2011) stresses the importance of the teacher’s continual role in monitoring the students’ learning (also see Fox, 2001).

Taber (2011)’s point finds resonance in a number of Chinese scholars who call for a judicious combination of the transmission approach and ‘constructivist’ teaching methods such as inquiry method and small group discussion (Lin, 2011; Zhou, 2013). According to them, the transmission approach should be used in conjunction with ‘student-centred’ and
self-directed methods such as individual project and group work that engage the students and foster active class participation. One such educator is Zhou (2013) who reasons as follows:

The emphasis on students’ autonomy, cooperation, and inquiry does not entail a neglect of the teacher’s guidance. On the contrary, I think this poses greater expectations on a teacher’s guidance. Only when the teacher’s professional standard has improved can they have deeper understanding of the ideology of the curriculum reform. They can then be confident enough to ‘let go’ and not indulge in giving lectures. They can then effectively organise activities to promote students’ cooperation and inquiry, and give better and substantial guidance and coaching to the students, so as to foster the classroom’s high efficiency (p. 20)

The second challenge is the charge that constructivism has undermined content mastery in China (e.g. see Cheng, 2004; He, 2008; Wang, 2004, 2008; He & Ma, 2012; Pi & Wu, 2011). Education in China has a long history of expecting and succeeding in helping learners to firmly grasp the foundational knowledge of any discipline or trade. The ‘master-disciple’ relationship, found in the Confucian tradition as well as in Chinese martial arts, is built on the assumption that a ‘good’ disciple is one who works hard to learn and perfect the knowledge and skills imparted by one’s master/teacher. The ‘knowledge and skills’ are not constructed by the disciple, nor do they reside within him or her. Rather, in accordance with an objectivist view of knowledge, the Chinese traditionally view knowledge as existing in an objective world and external reality. The mandate of teachers and students is to obtain ‘objective knowledge’ found in nature and discovered by experts over the millennia. This objectivist belief and logic privileged in China is potentially incompatible with the dominant constructivist claim that knowledge is subjective (individually constructed) or inter-subjective (socially constructed).

A related challenge is epistemological relativism that holds that any truth is as good as other since there exists no absolute truth. Phillips (2005) draws our attention to the problems generated by constructivist epistemology of “treating the justification of our knowledge as being entirely a matter of sociopolitical processes or consensus” and “jettisoning of any substantial rational justification or warrant at all (as is arguably the case with the radical constructivists)” (pp. 11-12). Epistemological relativism may result in theories and ultimately knowledge being determined not by scientific criteria such as empirical evidence, but by negotiation, rhetoric, propaganda, power and interest (also see Matthews, 1994; Liu & Matthews, 2005; Boghossian 2006). Cautioning against the undermining of content mastery, He (2008) charges that constructivism’s promotion of subjective knowledge is “very dangerous” as “this will results in a great decline in the quality of basic education, and even the entire education” (p. 407). Wang (2004) contends that the adoption of constructivism in China will usher in a pervasive ‘contempt of knowledge’ in the country. Xing (2011) who is a science professor in China argues that the ‘anti-scientific view’ of constructivism, such as viewing scientific knowledge as relative truth and scientific theories as mere mental constructs of scientists will easily lead to a tendency to neglect the foundation of knowledge as well as an attitude of extremism and laissez-faire in teaching.

The third challenge arising from the acceptance of constructivist ideas, assumptions and practices concerns the conflict between constructivist assessment modes and those privileged in China. Wu and Qian (2008) observe that the alternative assessment models recommended by constructivism are incompatible with the unchanged high-stakes exam system in China (also see Ke, 2005). The constructivist assessment modes that emphasise formative, authentic and ‘many possible answers’ assessment collides with the assessment landscape in China that values ‘knowledge’ found in summative, written and ‘only one
answer’ exams. The pedagogical reform that aims to shift teaching from an ‘exam-oriented education’ to a ‘quality-oriented education’ faces great obstacles in an exam-centric culture in China. An over-whelming majority of educators, students and parents in China still see academic success in high-stakes exams, especially the gaokao (national college entrance exam), as the most importance educational goal. Consequently, ‘good’ teaching is defined as helping the students give the ‘correct’ answer(s) found in the textbooks and tested in high-stakes exams. Such a view of teaching conflicts with von Glasersfeld (1987, 1989)’s recommendation that the teacher should not judge the students’ interpretations that deviate from the teacher’s as ‘errors’ but as opportunities that reveal how the students are organising their experiential world at that developmental point.

To be sure, teachers in China are not averse to their students forming, reflecting and articulating their mental representations. The teachers may be open to their students actively constructing beliefs as part of the pedagogical reform initiative. They may even encourage and accept their students’ construction of beliefs as ‘knowledge’ in some cases. But the majority of Chinese teachers are unlikely to accept all of the students’ mental representations as ‘knowledge’. In the case of non-examined courses, programmes and activities that are not part of the high-stakes exam, the teachers are likely to welcome and accept a range of interpretations constructed by the students and even admit them as ‘knowledge’. Students taking a modern dance course, for example, may be free to choreograph and articulate their own ‘knowledge’ on what they like about the dance movements. But the students’ construction of beliefs are accepted as ‘knowledge’ for exam subjects such as Chinese language and mathematics only if these beliefs are aligned with the teaching materials and exam answers. It is therefore extremely challenging for educators, students and parents to embrace the constructivist view and assumption that all interpretations constructed individually or socially are ‘knowledge’, as long as high-stakes exams remain summative and pen-and-paper in format. I have argued elsewhere that the Chinese views on the nature and transmission of knowledge as well as ‘good’ teaching and learning have deep cultural and epistemological roots in the Confucian pedagogic culture (Tan, 2015b). The cultural influence on education in China explains and justifies why textual transmission, didactic approach, knowledge reproduction and content mastery are the preferred pedagogies in China (ibid., also see Tan, 2013; Tan & Chua, 2015).

Conclusions

This article has discussed how the acceptance of constructivist theory has engendered the challenges of the perceived incompatibility with the traditional transmission approach in China, the undermining of content mastery, and conflict with the preferred assessment modes in China. The China example illustrates how the implementation of a borrowed educational thought has resulted in issues and challenges that characterise the complex and controversial nature of reform in reality. A major implication of our exploration of the issues and challenges engendered by constructivism in China is a need for researchers and educators to consider the cultural appropriateness of constructivism and other ‘student-centred’ and self-directed approaches across socio-cultural contexts. Underneath policy convergence is divergence in policy outcomes due to different local factors and conditions.

It is instructive that some researchers have already noted some key concerns associated with constructivism, student-centred and self-directed approaches. For example, the concern with the downplaying of knowledge is not confined to China. Young (2008, 2009), for instance, draws our attention to what he calls the “emptying of content” in European schools and advocates “bringing knowledge back in”. In like fashion, other scholars such as Brookfield (1985), Garrison (1997) and O’Donnell (1999) have also
critiqued the view that effective learning is one that exalts the learner’s autonomy, independence, and isolation. Instead, they advocate a collective perspective of self-directed learning that emphasises the inter-dependence of learners in a community.

It is interesting to note that the categorisation of constructivism into individual/personal and social parallels the division of self-directed learning into the ‘individual’ and ‘collective’. According to Kerka (1999), the former emphasises the autonomous and independent individual who chooses to learn for personal growth, while the latter underscores the social construction of knowledge and the social context of learning. One’s position with respect to the school of thought would affect the extent to which one values the role and contribution of the individual in planning, carrying out, and evaluating one’s learning experiences. A culturally appropriate model of constructivism for China, it may be argued, is the collective school of thought on self-directed learning. As averred by Brookfield (1985), successful self-directed learners “appear to be highly aware of context in the sense that they place their learning within a social setting in which the advice, information, and skill modeling provided by other learners are crucial conditions for successful learning” (p. 9). Concurring with Brookfield is Garrison (1997) who argues for the merits of a collaborative learning model where the individual takes responsibility for constructing meaning while including the participation of others in confirming worthwhile knowledge, thereby making the learning outcomes “personally meaningful and socially worthwhile” (p. 19). Such a collaborative model has the potential of supporting the desire and endeavour of Chinese educators to combine the transmission approach of teaching with students’ self-directed learning.

In view of the challenges endangered by the introduction of constructivism in China, policymakers and educators need to interrogate the dominant conceptions of and presuppositions for constructivism as well as student-centred and self-directed approaches. Rather than accepting constructivist theory and practices unconditionally, policymakers, academics and educators should critique the epistemological and cultural assumptions and explore alternative and hybrid conceptions that are culturally sensitive and socially appropriate.
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